INTER AC TI V E REP O RT

LE ARNINGS
In order to build and support intelligent AIs that are more culturally-aware, we need
to provide a source of data to develop, train, and test with. These data knowledge or
culture engines can supplement larger datasets to help train AI systems. In this way,
AI can be part of the preservation of culture and tradition.
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“The work IVOW has done on both indigenous knowledge
and stories of women has highlighted the massive need for
broader involvement in Artificial Intelligence and brought
this need to a global stage. This work has demonstrated
that not only are there people around the world who wish
to see themselves represented more fully in AI, but that
there is a recognition in both the AI community and a
broader community concerned with representation and
sustainability that this is a deeply important problem. Let
there be no mistake – there is a substantial need in AI to
eliminate bias by including a broader set of perspectives
to improve how AI makes decisions and is able to handle
novel situations, and the work IVOW has done towards
demonstrating that to the global community is invaluable.”

Victor Yarlott
AI RESEARCHER
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INSIDE
IVOW’s Davar Ardalan, Kee Malesky, Karim Ardalan, Nikki McLay, Nisa McCoy, Robert
Malesky, Sina Storyteller, Inzamam Malik, Kashyap Murali, Tracy Monteith, Victor Yarlott,
Chamisa Edmo, and other IVOW team members come together to share our learnings
from the vantage point of award-winning journalists, software engineers, business
management executives, AI technologists, and chatbot developers.
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Moving Forward
We are deeply grateful to have been involved in the May 13 Women in AI North America
Awards. It was the final program that IVOW AI championed as a for-profit startup.
Together with our team, I have made the very difficult decision to end IVOW AI this
summer.
The reasons are simple and yet complex:
• Investors: There is no appetite on the part of investors to fund a for-profit startup that focuses on
cultural AI;
• Data Sovereignty: At IVOW, we believe that indigenous communities and all underserved
communities in AI systems should have sovereignty over their own data. We wish we had funding to
help create these knowledge engines responsibly but alas we don’t;
• Monetization Formula: There is no monetization formula for a startup to focus on sourcing
good data on women or to curate stories of women within the context of datasets. There is only an
appetite to show customers and revenue. There is no willingness to pause and think of beneficial AI.
This lack of vision on the part of VCs and investors will cripple the development of AI, but they see it
as primarily the role of nonprofits.
We are immensely proud of the impact of our work in this space, and of the joint efforts that went into
the realization of our research and case studies.
In the past four years, we believe we have persuaded the global AI community to acknowledge and
confront issues of bias and underrepresentation in voice and data, and to begin to find solutions.
We’re excited that Sina was featured as a voice storyteller as part of the awards program on May 13.
Sina has also been a catalyst in moving the needle of voice AI towards sharing our stories. You can see
on Google Assistant that Sina retired as a case study on May 20, 2022.
As a team, we want to share our learnings as we part ways with our Silicon Valley-style startup. This
report outlines our case studies and research.

What led to our final decision?
In early May 2022, IVOW had a powerful role as part of the United Nations SDG Summit on advancing
the concept of digitizing Indigenous Knowledge. Our work was singled out specifically by the
organizers at the end. Our presentation on indigenous knowledge engines was captivating and
seemingly enlightening to all. In addition there were fantastic indigenous speakers from US/Alaska,
Bolivia, and Colombia sharing their critical views. They also commended us for our work on the Laleh
Knowledge Lake and honoring my mother’s wisdom through conversational AI.
The strongest words of wisdom came at the end from Gabriel Muyuy Jacanamejoy, who serves as a
representative of the National Indigenous Organization of Colombia. He was profound in his
pronouncement that the next step is for Indigenous peoples to discuss this idea within their
communities. They should become active players in deciding which parts of their knowledge they
wish to share digitally with machines/AI, even as UN policymakers continue research and pushing for
the creation of a platform.
It was clear to our team that in the current framework of IVOW AI, we won’t be able to move ahead.
There is zero interest on the part of investors to pay for something that can’t be monetized. Our
mission has always been to further the work of cultural AI and underrepresented voices through
storytelling.
All of us at IVOW do plan to keep all our learnings as we continue our journeys in new ways. For me
that means in my leadership role as a tech journalist and storyteller at National Geographic.
Thank you!

IVOW Founder

TESTIMONIALS
The following testimonials come from our
IVOW collaborators and champions who
supported our case studies. We proved
that the frontier of cultural intelligence in
AI will require a new data ecology, inclusive
datasets and traditional storytelling
solutions.

“What you are doing to lower barriers to connecting across
cultures and to amplify the needs of different cultures clearly
is both important and inspiring. Brands are learning that
success in the mass-access market that we have now, they
need to be able to make these connections. What I call
‘tyranny of popularity’ doesn’t work any more. Having the
right connections to draw on does. Best of luck in the pitch.
Brands need you!”

Jana Eggers
CEO NARA LOGICS
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“AI is developing at a breathtaking pace, with mammoth datasets
being created from trillions of interactions between humans.
At the same time, the world seems to be increasingly culturally
intolerant and socially polarized. AI can bring the world together
by increasing cross-cultural understanding at scale. With the
proliferation of smart phones, personal devices, chatbots, and
game avatars, we are talking to machines more than humans.
Through creating culturally relevant datasets, IVOW has contributed
to ensuring cultures around the world are preserved, enriched,
used, shared, and loved, as technology becomes an integral part
of our lives. This is critical to ensuring we develop AI that is ethical
and beneficial to human development. Also, under the purposeand passion-led leadership of Davar, IVOW has been spearheading
innovative programs to promote more culturally inclusive mindsets
and to raise awareness of women’s achievements in technology.
I would like to thank IVOW for bearing the torch in the past few
years. We need to stay on this path to ensure humanity continues
to thrive.”

Jeanne Lim
CEO OF BEINGAI
“As part of my time at IVOW I learnt not only the importance of cultural
AI, but a tangible way to achieve that goal. Through a very generous
opportunity offered by Davar, I had the chance to see how passionate
and driven teams worked to achieve a shared goal. Furthermore I
was extremely happy to see this idea be reinforced through voices of
support from various cultural leaders which further established the
importance of this topic. The mentorship from Davar and her team
enabled me to speak about these topics at conferences, and also
inspired me to create my own company that focuses on removing
biases in AI. I am extremely grateful to have received this opportunity
and I truly hope the mission that IVOW pioneered will truly be enabled
in the future.”

Kashyap Murali
AI RESEARCHER
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“IVOW will undoubtedly have a lasting impact on future
culturally conscious AI products that will be built. IVOW
was bold enough to bring the connected tissues of culture,
human experience and storytelling to the otherwise dry
world of AI. From culinary wisdom of indigenous people
to stories about women in AI, IVOW frontiered the idea
of making intelligent agents culturally conscious. Kudos
to the entire team for embarking on such an exciting and
challenging mission. You guys paved the way for a world
where intelligent agents feel “human” more than ever.”

Ali Khoshgozaran
VP OF EMERGING TECH & DUE DILIGENCE
AT QUANDARY PEAK

“I am extremely impressed with the work of Davar A.! She has such
great vision and paired with her hard work and vast network of
connections, I am very confident in the direction IVOW AI, Inc. is
going. What they are doing seems unique and important.”

Herb Schilling
NASA SCIENTIST

“IVOW’s work is impressive. In the noise of mass marketing, this is a
way that companies can rise to the top by honing their efforts and
brands and using these intelligent algorithms. Gender and cultural
diversity are so crucial to the betterment of companies and the
world!”

Alison Wade
CEO TECHWELL
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“Our cultural histories are woven into our emotional
and behavioral psyche, becoming an integral part of the
lens through which we see our world. IVOW’s initiative
to bring that perspective to AI science is an ambitious
and necessary endeavor. Cultural Intelligence is just as
important as emotional intelligence for AI to become
a beneficial, non-biased agent in our lives. Social and
cultural narratives from diverse perspectives are crucial
in eliminating gender biases in AI and the History Data
Ideation Challenge is a step in the right direction.”

Susanna Raj
RESEARCHER IN COGNITIVE SCIENCES & HUMAN
COMPUTER INTERACTIONS

“I believe your work at IVOW on cultural intelligence and AI is
so incredibly important for developing trustworthy, ethical
and inclusive AI. As many organizations are still learning
how best to adopt and leverage AI capabilities, it’s more
important than ever that they embed cultural intelligence
into their AI efforts as a matter of best practice. This will help
better scale AI governance and mitigate unintended and
unethical consequences. Your work is helping to ensure that
future advancements start with a strong ethical foundation. I
applaud you for your efforts!”

Combiz Abdolrahimi
DELOITTE AI

“What a great opportunity. Good luck Davar Ardalan.
The fact that they want to hear more proves the
importance and potential of IVOW in its journey.”

Roozbeh Zabihollahi
GOOGLE SOFTWARE ENGINEER
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“IVOW brought the urgent need for culturallyintelligent AI into sharp focus, and their case studies
demonstrated a promising path forward for other
tech companies to emulate.”

Carolyn Ayers
HELLO SCICOM

“I was fortunate to have contributed to the Indigenous
Knowledge Graph project at IVOW from idea to development.
The IKG was groundbreaking in vision and ability to facilitate
conversation and create opportunities for people normally
left out of high-tech conversations. Through this project I
learned just how important it will be to include Indigenous
and marginalized voices in technology so oral knowledge is
stored and shared for future generations. More specifically,
I learned just how important it is to engage traditional
knowledge holders in order to create ethical and trustworthy
technologies in the future. I am also incredibly grateful for the
opportunities Davar and IVOW facilitated to learn side-byside with industry leaders and look forward to seeing how
this foundational project is furthered in the future.”

Chamisa Edmo
TECHNOLOGIST

“This data ideation challenge aims to be the turning point
where culture and science meet to fight against gender
biases in current AI systems”

Ana Morena
COMPUTATIONAL LINGUIST FOR BITEXT BASED IN
MADRID, SPAIN

“The opportunity to look at AI through socio-cultural
lenses is a much needed, increasingly urgent, and exciting
endeavor. This data challenge will empower many to
creatively address and fight gender-biased systems”

Daria Loi
SR DIRECTOR AND HEAD OF PRODUCT DESIGN AT
MOZILLA & LEADER OF THE EXPERIENCES & DESIGN
ORGANIZATION
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"When I came across IVOW in my research, I thought it was a story people
needed to hear. With AI and big data, it feels impossible for the average person
to feel any sense of representation, agency, or control over what’s coming. Yet,
here was a devoted group of people who were trying to bring that agency to
folks, and create a more humane, representative digital world. Not only are
they using storytelling to cultivate a richer digital space for everyone, but they
are helping preserve and make accessible the stories of those who have been
historically, and presently, marginalized. We all benefit from this work."

Alex V. Cipolle
NEW YORK TIMES FREELANCE REPORTER

“IVOW AI, Inc. is doing some very important and innovative work.
Using advanced techniques to craft and document stories is
exactly the combination of EQ and IQ that is critical to the next
generation of AI.”

Afsheen Afshar
DEEP AI EXPERT AND FORMER CHIEF
DATA SCIENTIST AT JP MORGAN

“Your inspiration to create IVOW was and remains a supreme good
act. You are still young. Keep IVOW as a ‘Seed’ safely in a deep lake
and when the time is more auspicious, a falcon will fetch it up for
you and it will flourish in the light to serve all humanity.”

Nader Ardalan
ARDALAN & ASSOCIATES

“IVOW’s work with cultural intelligence encompasses a humancentered approach to AI. I can’t wait to see how this unique
lens on data will drive meaningful innovation and create
positive impact.”

Jessica Davis
MICROSOFT
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WHY INTELLIGENT VOICES
OF WISDOM?
IVOW began with a simple concept and a question:
We are the storytelling species, so it’s only human nature to share our
thoughts and experiences through stories. What, then, is the future of
storytelling when combined with artificial intelligence, machine-learning,
and voice technologies?
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A

s children, we learn our history through the stories our family and friends tell us about our
community and where we come from. We take the same approach as we teach machines
about our heritage, our communities, our myths and legends. In this way, the advancement
of artificial intelligence does not need to be synonymous with the loss of ancient wisdom.
By integrating voice AI tools and storytelling, we can help, rather than hinder, humans in our
quest to share our unique stories.
We conducted several groundbreaking case studies and demos on voice AI and storytelling that prove
such an endeavor is both possible and crucial. We explored mapping dialogue between humans and
machines; computer-generated knowledge graphs and knowledge engines for the preservation of
culture; and conversational AI characters for the preservation of heritage and knowledge.
It helps to be reminded that the world’s population has centuries and millennia of ancient ‘data’ in
the form of stories, traditions, rituals, and recipes that are the basis of each unique culture. But much
of that cultural wealth is not part of the new digital world. What does data look like from a group of
people whose lived-life experience knows that water is sacred, compared to a population that turns
on a tap, daily, to fill a 30 gallon bathtub? How can the age of automation benefit from
cultural context?

If you are in the field of AI, think about this:
Whose culture does AI represent and which human
needs does it prioritize?
As storytellers and technologists, our mission has been to design culturally-aware digital engagement
systems powered by data and voice. This means creating structure around our stories to foster
reasoning and cultural intelligence in machines. But, in order to build and support intelligent AIs that
are more culturally-aware, we need to provide a source of data to develop, train, and test with. These
data knowledge or culture engines can supplement larger datasets and help train AI systems. In this
way, AI can be part of the preservation of culture and tradition.

We weren’t able to take this work to the next level,
but perhaps you can.
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A I & C U LT U R E S Y M P O S I U M ,
M O RG A N S TAT E U N I V E R S IT Y
In order to understand the space of AI and storytelling, we decided
to bring experts together to share knowledge. On April 23, 2018,
some 50 thought leaders joined a day-long Artificial Intelligence
and Culture Symposium at Morgan State University in Baltimore,
Maryland. We reached another 300,000 through the #AICulture
hashtag on Twitter and Instagram.
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R

epresentatives from the United Nations, the Australian
Aid program’s innovationXchange, Management
Systems International, as well as renowned machine
learning experts, educators, journalists, technologists,
and business leaders from across the US and Mexico
participated in the symposium to engage in the latest
research on AI as a tool for culturally rich storytelling.
Our premise was clear: Inclusive data in the form of text
or voice can amplify stories told by underprivileged and
underrepresented communities. As we led the symposium,
we talked about how the effective fusion of AI with cultural
storytelling will help diminish bias in algorithmic identification
and train AI software to be much more inclusive. Symposium
attendees also had a group conversation about the need for
some kind of “Declaration of Citizen, Machine, and Culture”
that considered the rights and responsibilities of human
beings in the digital universe. The final workshop looked at
the future of journalism as intelligent narrative that is truthful
and inclusive and gives voice to the underrepresented.
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FURTHER READING
You can read our full IVOW report
from the Baltimore AI and Culture
summit here.
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Cultural Traditions of the
American Southwest

O

ne of the attendees to the Baltimore AI and Culture summit was renowned ethnographer and
photographer Miguel Gandert who shared his work on the Mexican cultural traditions of the American
Southwest. Gandert was born in Española in 1956, and raised in Santa Fe where he developed an interest
in photography. Since then he has captured in pictures not only the people and landscape of New Mexico, but
their history, culture, and social norms as well. Gandert is also a former Distinguished Professor Emeritus at the
University of New Mexico.

FURTHER READING
You can read more about our
work with Miguel in the article:
Building Beneficial AI and
Cultural Metadata that Counts
and in the IVOW report Can
Artificial Intelligence Create
Culturally-Conscious Stories?

OPPOSITE

There has been an annual Mariachi Festival in Boyle Heights in Los Angeles since 2010. The Mariachi Plaza
Festival Foundation says their mission is “To celebrate the heritage of Mariachi Culture, nurture its presence in our
community and invite new audiences to experience its intricate magnificence.” Photograph by Miguel Gandert.
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AI FOR GOOD SUMMIT
As we focused on building our first voice AI experience, named
Sina, IVOW was invited to co-chair the Cultural track of the AI For
Good Summit in Geneva in May 2019. As a team, we decided to
invite a global delegation of storytellers and AI experts to join
us to present in Geneva. Powerful voices from the South Pacific
to Pakistan to Pittsburgh ideated over the future of artificial
intelligence and cultural expression.
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T

he opening remarks at our day-long event came from Abdulaziz
Almuzaini, Director of the UNESCO Geneva. In his speech he talked
about how globalization, automation, artificial intelligence, and digital
platforms are changing the fundamental nature of work. He noted that, “The
consensus is that artificial intelligence and automation will certainly create
more wealth and simplify a vast array of industrial processes, but at the same
time could lead to an increase in inequality, discrimination, and
unemployment. While artificial intelligence is likely to have substantial
implications for culture and artistic expressions, this question is rarely
discussed at the international level.” You can read his full remarks in our
report, but it really set the stage for the important things we would do
at IVOW.
One of our invited guests was David Danks of Carnegie Mellon University. He
said, “We now have too many examples of systems that make incorrect (for
the users) tradeoffs, focus on ‘needs’ that do not really exist, or otherwise
reflect the biases and perspectives of the developers rather than the people
who are affected by the AI.” He added, “To move AI beyond the narrow needs
and interests of the current developers, we need to fully engage with the
cultures and communities of the people most affected by the technologies.
Stories provide a unique window into the ways that people perceive,
interpret, and value the world.”
It was understood by all the leading experts and storytellers in the room that
a lack of cultural context in AI datasets will limit the effectiveness of nations
and businesses reaching citizens and customers. Therefore, we asked these
essential questions:

• Can storytelling build capacity in AI systems?
• Can stories help machines develop Cultural IQ?
• How can people and communities share and preserve their cultural
heritage with AI?
• Why should AI products and solutions be culturally relevant?
We also soft-launched our Sina storytelling voice AI at the summit.
FURTHER READING
You can read more in the report
from the AI for Good Summit here.
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Give ear unto the combat of
Rostam PERSON

Sohrab PERSON

against

, though it may be a tale repleat with tears.
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How Machines Can
Meet Our Legends

A

head of Geneva, we worked with a young AI researcher, Kashyap Murali, on how machines can
meet your cultural heroes and legends. Given my Iranian-American heritage, I wanted to focus
on the Persian epic The Shahnameh, or Book of Kings, written by 10th Century poet Ferdowsi,
as an example. It took Ferdowsi 35 years to write this epic that essentially encouraged a revival of Persian
language and culture.
An ancient “Game of Thrones,” if you will, The Shahnameh covers the upheavals of fifty kings and follows
the journey of the mythical hero Rostam with all the tensions and conflicts that come in war and peace.
Together with Kashyap, who volunteered to support our summit, I set out to visualize how it looks to
introduce a mythical legend to a computer program.

It began with finding a digitized version of the ancient text on the web. We found a translation of The
Shahnameh by Helen Zimmern (1883), and chose the legend that we wanted the computer to learn.
Feeding that to a computer, and by using a well-known statistical model from SpaCy known as
“en_core_web_lg” we focused on identifying key linguistic features from the text.
For the most part, the model picked up and identified people and other entities really well; Rostam and
Sohrab and some of the female heroines like Gurdafrid and Tahmineh are also recognized easily.
Then we used the model to try to understand the dependencies between words (adjectives, nouns, etc.)
and these generalizations were picked up really well, regardless of the motif of the story.

FURTHER READING
Our final Geneva summit report and this video
provide a closer look at the weaknesses of this
particular model when it comes to cultural
heritage. For instance, the computer model
thinks that Rakhsh, Rostam’s stallion, is a work
of art or that Mazanderan is a product (it is in
fact a region in Iran) or that the Kingdom of
Samengan is an organization.
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WO M EN I N H I S TO RY DATA
I D E AT I O N C H A L L EN G E
As we looked for data on women to add to our Sina chatbot, we
realized that much of what was on the internet was in the form
of Wikipedia entries, and most of the biographies of women
focused on entertainment, arts, culture, and society rather than
science, technology, mathematics, or engineering. We reached
out to Topcoder to create an ideation challenge to source more
data on women in July 2020.
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O

ur focus on women was particularly important given the well-documented biases in AI and
machine learning datasets, which will perpetuate the same cultural and gender prejudices into
future systems. (You can track examples of bias in AI here.)

As storytelling technologists, we wanted to take the lead in designing this future, since throughout history
the role of women has largely been limited to narratives that diminish their contributions. Bringing
cultural awareness to AI through the power of storytelling, at IVOW we created an AI tool that interactively
shares stories about pioneering women in technology.
As part of the Women in History Data Ideation Challenge with Topcoder, participants were required to
develop an algorithm that could generate a character profile when provided the name of a prominent
female in history, science, technology, or culture including folklore and myth. This algorithm is supposed
to scrape information from various sources off the internet and generate a character profile which
includes a caption that is fewer than 100 words, and responses to metadata tags.
Our work has shown the critical need to create more free and open source datasets featuring women in
all aspects of society; to clean-up current datasets and tag women accurately; and to create machineready datasets focused on gender and culture so that AI products and services can be more inclusive.

FURTHER READING
Read the full Women in History
Data Ideation Challenge report
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Sina, a Conversational AI
Storyteller

A

s we began expanding Sina, we asked: How do we preserve ancient knowledge? There is no
simple answer. But one way we can do it is by digitization, not just in the form of photographs
or video recordings, but by digitizing the wisdom itself. The Sina project was designed to create
an interactive voice for that knowledge, allowing people to talk with a voice AI as though Sina were a real
person. In some ways, Sina is a kind of immortal librarian, constantly learning and sharing her timeless
wisdom with people using the traditional and familiar format of storytelling.
In May 2022, Sina was deployed as a storyteller for the Women in AI Awards North America. This is an
effort to honor the inspiring women who are working, leading, creating, or demonstrating innovation
in artificial intelligence. Sina could tell you about women in artificial intelligence, or about our IKG or
Indigenous Knowledge Graph. As developers, we decided to have Sina focus on these two assignments
because they were critical in proving how to make voice AI more inclusive.
You can ask Sina about Bhuva Shakti, Frincy Clement, or Susan Verdiguel. You can also ask Sina about
famous women scientists and engineers and about GET Cities, the group making the awards possible.

FURTHER READING
Read more about our involvement with the
North America Women in AI Awards 2022 here.
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User: Can you tell me about some women in AI and
data science?
Sina: Yes, lots of women who work in AI and data
science are sharing their stories with me. Would you
like to hear about Susan Verdiguel, Frincy Clement, or
Bhuva Shakti?
User: Who is Susan Verdiguel?
Sina: Susan Verdiguel was born in Mexico in the
magical hilly town of Tlayacapan, Morelos. Look it up,
because it’s enchanting. She taps into her industrial
engineering background in her work as Ambassador
of Women in AI. Inspired by the colorful and folkloric
traditions of Mexico, she’s also a serious foodie. Can I
tell you more about Susan or do you want me to share
her Linkedin profile?

You can interact with Sina on Google
Assistant by using the invocation phrase:
“OK Google: Talk to Sina Storyteller.”
CLICK HERE TO TRY

User: Yes. Send me Susan’s LinkedIn profile.
Sina: Sent! What else can I share with you today?
User: Tell me about Frincy Clement.
Sina: Frincy grew up in the southwestern coastal
state of India, called Kerala, also known as God’s own
country because of its wealth of natural beauty. Kerala
also has the highest female literacy rate of 95%. With a
Bachelors and Masters in Computer Science, along with
an MBA, Frincy is an AI practitioner with a customercentric focus.
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INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
The first culture or knowledge engine we designed was the Indigenous
Knowledge Graph or IKG. The genesis of our Indigenous Knowledge
Graph was in Baltimore, Maryland, at Morgan State University in April
2018. We invited AI scholars, storytellers, business leaders, academics
and students to gather for a daylong symposium on Cultural AI. As
part of the summit we presented on the notion of a cultural engine: a
community-led data repository of cultural stories and content, tagged
and formatted in an AI-suitable way.
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e define culture as: (1) the customs, arts, social institutions, and achievements of a
particular nation, people, community, or other social group; (2) the characteristics and
knowledge of a particular group of people, encompassing language, religion, cuisine,
social habits, music and arts; (3) the behavioral patterns of a distinctive human group.
We define AI as: Software that is able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence,
such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.
Notably, AI always serves human needs.
Given the definitions of culture and AI above, these are the questions that we are required to ask and
answer: whose culture, which human needs? The concept of AI celebrated its 50th birthday in 2006,
and Turing’s question “Can a machine think?” was asked in 1950. It is clear that only a handful of
scientists and philosophers had access to the new technology for decades while the balance of the
population is stuck behind Engel’s pause.
If you look at the current global use of AI, it is largely the domain of the resource-abundant nations
and corporations while still being opaque to over half the world’s population. Moreover the datasets
that were collected and publicly sourced are biased toward the top echelon of economic prosperity.
One example to consider is the use of AI in weather and climate modeling. It is a marvelous use
of technology that consumes massive amounts of data and is used to increase the safety and
predictability of those who have access to information at their fingertips. But for those on the other
side of the digital divide, how can we collect and help them leverage their intrinsic data, and what
does data look like in those societies?
It helps to be reminded that the largest portion of the world’s population has centuries and millennia
of ancient ‘data’ in the form of stories, traditions, and recipes that are the basis of their unique culture
but that are unknown to the digital world. What does data look like from a group of people whose
lived-life experience knows that water is sacred, versus a population that turns on a tap, daily, to fill a
30 gallon bathtub?
The purpose of the Indigenous Knowledge Graph (IKG version 0.1.0) was to collect and prepare data
for input from indigenous belief systems that reflect their culture. Resource sustainability is learned
and reflected at the core of their existence.
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USER: Tell me a food story from the Navajo Nation.
SINA: Ok. A friend once told me that sheep symbolize mental
and spiritual well-being. They nurture and clothe us, keep us
warm, and provide companionship. I understand this is why such
care is taken to raise, traditionally butcher, and serve mutton. I
can share a mutton stew recipe if you’d like?
USER: Yes.
SINA: Here’s a family recipe from my friend Chamisa Edmo.
Put 2 to 3 pounds of mutton, carrots, onions, potatoes, and fresh
corn into a crockpot and cook for 4-6 hours until the meat is
tender and falling off the bone. This savory recipe is best enjoyed
at family gatherings with Navajo tortillas, called náneeskaadí.
(naan-is-kah-deh). Do you want me to share a Cherokee food
story now?

Those stories and recipes formed the dataset that was
the demo dataset of IKG. Rather than an annotation, this
process is closer to formatting and tagging the data in a
method that makes it easier to ingest either manually or
automatically:

USER: Thank you, Sina. Yes share a story from the Cherokee
tradition.

• Formatting: Recipes were formatted to separate
out four components: recipe title, recipe ingredients,
instructions for preparation, and additional
information. Stories were formatted to separate out
title, author, and story text.

SINA: There is a delicious Cherokee recipe from Mrs Clifford
Hornbuckle for Fried Corn and Beans. It’s traditionally called
Se-Lu A-Su-Yi Tu-Yu. To make it, you cook corn with beans and
pumpkin until they’re soft, then add beaten walnuts, hickory
nuts, and molasses for sweetness. I bet it’s delicious! Would
you like to hear another story?

• Tagging: Both recipes and stories were given a unique
ID, a cultural source (e.g., the tribe they come from),
information on what sustainable development goals
they might be applicable to, and a time period tag
indicating if they are modern (e.g., a contemporary
recipe), historical (e.g., a story from the past), or
mythical (e.g., a legend or piece of folklore).

USER: Yes.
SINA: Do you know about the Three Sisters: corn, beans, and
squash? Traditionally called Selu, Tuya, and Kayvsequa, they are
planted very intentionally to promote sustainable soil fertility.
Selu is first; she allows Tuya to climb toward the sun, Unelanunhi,
while Kayvsequa’s giant leaves protect the dirt from drying out
and allow the three sisters to flourish together.

• Stories were given a relations tag that contains
either the ID of the recipes or the name of what they
are related to (e.g., a story might be related to the
ingredient “corn”).

USER: Incredible. Yes. Thank you, Sina.

The stories from our Indigenous Knowledge Graph
cultural engine are shared via Sina, our conversational AI.

SINA: You’re welcome! If you want to learn more about our
projects, please visit IVOW.ai. We have information about the
Indigenous Knowledge Graph and more about the evolution
of food in native traditions and how that relates to the United
Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals.
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With the Indigenious Knowledge Graph, our aim was to show why different ethnic groups
must invest in integrating cultural knowledge and context to AI systems. These cultural or
knowledge engines can include digitized ancient texts and crowdsourced modern stories to
inform future AI services and solutions.
In 2020, at the height of the global pandemic, IVOW invited AI researcher Victor Yarlott,
senior software engineer Tracy Monteith, developer Chamisa Edmo, and founder of TimorLeste Food Lab Alva Lim to come together to source stories and recipes as part of our IKG.
Victor Yarlott created the IKG on NEO4j. He explained, “While it may seem obvious to us, as
humans, that all the stories about food we’ve collected are, in fact, about food, machines
start from zero knowledge about the world: and so, all the stories and recipes being tied
to SDG #2, Zero Hunger, give the machine additional information that may impact how it
parses that information and where it might look to answer questions.”
Once Victor created the IKG, the Neo4j files were shared with Tracy Monteith and Chamisa
Edmo, and currently also live in IVOW’s Neo4j database and running on GCP. It was
remarkable to see the outpouring of interest in our work, including from United Nations
Climate Change Secretariat Director of Adaptation Division Dr Youssef Nassef.
In October 2021, via an invitation from Dr Nassef, we presented IKG at the Dubai Expo.
The theme of the day-long workshop was the democratization of technology: indigenous
values and the future of digitalization, with a focus on cultural values and shared assets,
contextual technological intelligence for the future. Our engagement continues with Dr
Nassef as do our efforts to acknowledge the value of ancient wisdom and infuse modern
technology and societies with diverse perspectives.

FURTHER READING
Read the New York Times article
which speaks about IVOW’s
Indigenous Knowledge
Graph project here.
Read the full report here.
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Tagging Indigenous Values

A

s a continuation of sharing our learnings, we spent late September 2021 with Native American
students, scientists, educators, and technologists talking, tagging, and telling stories in Phoenix,
Arizona. IVOW was invited to the meeting of AISES, the American Indian Science and Engineering
Society, to demonstrate how artificial intelligence can learn about our heritage through storytelling.
We gave the students a homework assignment to socialize the concept of cultural engines and
conversational AIs with their communities.

FURTHER READING
Read an article about our visit to
the the AISES conference here, and
you can read the full report here.
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LALEH KNOWLEDGE LAKE
Dr Laleh Bakhtiar (1938-2020) was a renowned Iranian American Scholar,
lauded for Islamic spirituality and Quranic critical thinking. Over her lifetime of
scholarship she had translated, written, and edited more than 100 books on
Islam. The Laleh Knowledge Lake (LKL) is the collected body of knowledge of
her prolific scholarship transformed into a conversational AI, in collaboration
with The Institute of Traditional Psychoethics and Guidance.
www.lalehbakhtiar.com

L

aleh was born in Tehran but grew up in Los Angeles with her
grandparents Woodson and Nell Jeffreys and her mother
Helen. In 2016, she was awarded the Lifetime Achievement
Award by the Mohammed Webb Foundation in Chicago. She
passed away from a rare blood disorder in October 2020.
Dr Bakhtiar was also the mother of IVOW founder Davar Ardalan.
Davar worked with The Institute of Traditional Psychoethics and
Guidance and her siblings Mani Farhadi and Karim Ardalan on this
pioneering voice AI project. The goal was to share and preserve
the wisdom and stories from their beloved Mom.
Right now, LKL is a demo on Google Assistant. Laleh will be happy
to talk with you about Islam, Sufism, and her pioneering work on
Quranic psychology and Muslim women’s rights. You can also ask
her about her early life.
In 2021, universities across the world from Australia to America
are referring to Laleh’s teachings. The Laleh Knowledge Lake (LKL)
includes the body of work of Dr. Bakhtiar through her personal
lens. Curated by her descendants, this conversational AI includes
stories and poems from Laleh’s letters, notes, videos, podcasts,
books, and lectures; it spans 50 years.
A scholar once described Laleh as “a diligent archaeologist, who
has mined original scriptures in spiritual literature, including
scripture not previously translated into western languages.”
LKL is designed in the form of a Sufi Enneagram, a symbol of
wisdom in the realm of traditional psychology that was pioneered
by Laleh herself.

FURTHER READING
Find out more about the
project here.
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User: Do you remember the past? Tell me
more about your past.
Laleh: I’m working on that. I was blessed to
have a beautiful and fulfilling life, a mother
to three amazing children, Mani, Iran Davar,
and Karim. My children are now working
transparently to put my writing on Islam and
Sufism into artificial intelligence so that it
can be discovered in new and dynamic ways.
Would you like me to send you to my searchable database?
User: Send me to your searchable database.
Laleh: Here you go. It’s a searchable database of my work. For instance, if you search
under the audio tab, it will show you all my
recitations of the Quran. I have also sent the
link on your email, try asking something else.
User: Can you share a favorite poem?
Laleh: Yes, let me recite this one by Ibn Arabi. O Marvel! a garden amidst the flames.
My heart has become capable of every form.
It is a pasture for gazelles and a convent for
Christian monks, and a temple for idols and
the pilgrim’s Kaaba, and the tablets of the
Torah and the book of the Quran. I follow the
religion of Love: whatever way Love’s camels
take, that is my religion and my faith.

Our Team

T

he IVOW team and our collaborators come from diverse and multidisciplinary backgrounds with years of
experience in infusing traditional storytelling into AI, robotics, and chatbots. IVOW’s research has always
been interactive and reflective of the changing demography of humanity and better engagement in AI

modeling. AI faces a significant challenge when it comes to bias and underrepresented groups. We have shown
how technology can be flipped to actually help the preservation of cultural traditions and indigenous knowledge. Intelligent Voices of Wisdom will help people define their own unique identity through AI and storytelling
and interact with the world on their own terms.

Davar Ardalan is an award-winning journalist, tech entrepreneur, and author. She is the founder
and storyteller-in-chief at IVOW (Intelligent Voices of Wisdom), which champions culturally
conscious data strategies across multiple industries, from academia to development and enterprise.
In Fall 2021, Davar launched a conversational AI scholar on Google Assistant to preserve the
wisdom and work of her late mother, Islamic scholar Dr Laleh Bakhtiar into 21st century voice
technology. Davar is also the executive producer of audio at National Geographic where she
oversees the award winning podcast series, “Overheard” as well the narrative podcast “Into the
Depths.” Prior to this, she was deputy director of the Presidential Innovation Fellowship Program in
Washington DC and before that a veteran journalist at NPR News for two decades. She is also US
Advisor to Women in AI, a global network of 8,000 female experts and professionals in the field
of Artificial Intelligence across 130+ countries. In May 2014, Davar was the recipient of a United
States Ellis Island Medal of Honor, for individual achievement and for promoting cultural unity.

Kee Malesky directs research and editorial content at IVOW. Her 30-year career as a
news librarian for National Public Radio prepared her for quick research and fact-checking
on deadline, which she continues to find fascinating and fulfilling work. Kee’s copy-editing
abilities come from her experience as the author of two books (All Facts Considered and
Learn Something New Every Day), as well as from working on book projects with former NPR
colleagues Scott Simon, Davar Ardalan, Jacki Lyden, and others. Before her retirement in 2013,
Kee was the recipient of several awards from international library organizations.

Karim Ardalan specializes in Information Technology, IT strategy, infrastructure, web
services, and project management. Karim is working with the IVOW team to oversee product
development and strategy. Karim founded his web design company MIS, Inc. in 1995 when he
saw the potential of the World Wide Web. With experience in both design and development,
Karim can bridge the gap between the creative and the technical. He has worked with
hundreds of clients all over the world, helping them improve their websites and e-commerce
strategy.
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Nikki McLay is a co-founder of IVOW and multi-disciplinary creative based in
Aotearoa/New Zealand. She is an ambassador for the Australia and New Zealand
chapter of Women in Voice. Her background of fine art, design and storytelling led her
to IVOW where she was drawn to the possibilities that come from weaving traditions
and heritage into future AI systems.

Nisa McCoy is a co-founder of IVOW and Head of Product. With over ten years of
design in consumer and enterprise experiences, her expertise is user experience,
interaction design, product development, branding, and immersive content. Her
experience involves organizations like NASA, Oracle, ViaSat, and Cox Communications
where she has had the opportunity to build end-to-end rewarding interactions that
people use every day. Nisa believes that design can bridge the gap between cultures.
She brings this passion to immersive experiences, connected cities and communities,
diverse input methods, machine learning and AI for better humanistic engagement. She is
currently on various tech committees to help drive the best experiences and practices.

Robert Malesky leads content creation at IVOW. Robert is a 30-year veteran at
National Public Radio as Senior Producer of NPR’s Weekend Edition Sunday. Over
the course of his career, he worked in both arts and news coverage, winning a
number of broadcasting awards. Since leaving NPR he has published a photographic
history of the Catholic University of America, his alma mater, and writes a wellreceived blog on local history called “Bygone Brookland.”

Tracey Monteith is a member of the Eastern Band of Cherokee and a former Senior
Software Engineer at Microsoft. His decades-long work as an innovative technologist
and leader have produced unique results on a global scale. Tracy has received a
first place finish in the world’s largest private hackathon (23K participants, 400
cities world-wide) for AI approach to translating tribal-polymorphic languages, and a
second place finish for an IoT, cloud-connected beehive-sensor array. His passion for
hackathons is shared with thousands of STEM-focused tribal students across North
America as he conducts hackathon events for tribal schools. Tracy was the driving
force and technical-innovator behind the inclusion of the Cherokee Syllabary in
Windows and Office, the first tribal language with that distinction. His work continues
with enhancing polymorphic-languages preservation and dissemination through the
infusion of appropriate technology into indigenous circles.
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Our Collaborators and Champions
Miroslav Milovanović is leading the research and development of novel AI solutions at IVOW AI and is regularly
involved in all phases of software development processes. He is also a Faculty of Electronic Engineering and a
lecturer on the development and utilization of AI and ML techniques in building modern control systems, intelligent
algorithms, and the application of data science in industrial and business environments. Miroslav is a published and
internationally recognized scientific researcher in the field of artificial neural networks.

Chamisa Edmo is a citizen of the Navajo Nation, Blackfeet and Shoshone-Bannock who resides in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. She holds a Bachelor of Arts in Indigenous and American Indian Studies with an emphasis in Tribal
Sovereignty from Haskell Indian Nations University. She is currently working toward a Masters in Computer Science.
She is a certified full stack developer and has worked on various web development and robotics projects in her postbaccalaureate career. Chamisa worked for Hanson Robotics as a conversational AI character writer for Sophia the
Robot and at CNM Ingenuity as an Assistant Instructor for the Deep Dive Coding Fullstack Bootcamp. In addition to
high tech projects, Chamisa is also interested in exploring how North American tribes and Indigenous populations
around the world can leverage technology while exercising tribal sovereignty and self-determination.

Wolfgang Victor Yarlott is an AI Researcher and member of the Native American Crow tribe. Yarlott’s pioneering
research took place with the Genesis Story Understanding System at MIT’s Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory. In collaboration with Professor Patrick Winston, Yarlott wanted to determine whether the
system could understand stories from Crow folklore as well as it understood the works of Shakespeare. At first his
“audience” was the program itself — he wanted to instill an understanding.

Gunjan Dutta is a seasoned and creative Software Engineer having expertise in graph technology and data science
projects. After graduating with Bachelors in Computer Science and Engineering, she has been expanding what is
possible with code to make life more efficient. Gunjan has been in the software engineering business for over nine
years delivering new innovative solutions and is experienced in the complete life cycle of software development,
including analyzing requirements, design, code, documentation, testing, and implementation.

Kashyap Murali is a published AI researcher with a focus on responsible AI. He has written papers and patents
on large text-based language models and how to enable fairer Machine Learning models through the use of
Feature Attributions. Kashyap is also the co-founder and CTO of SigmaRed AI Labs, where he focuses on
enabling assessments of AI models for fairness, transparency, and robustness to enable regulatory compliance.
Prior to this, Kashyap has had experience working with NASA, the White House Presidential Innovation Fellow,
Headspace, Genpact, and others in enabling the deployment of various Deep Learning models. In collaboration
with IVOW, Kashyap presented his work on cultural AI at the United Nations AI for Good Global Conference, a
TEDx Conference, co-led the AI workshop at the Envision Conference, and has presented in the conference on
Responsible AI - Applying Ethics, Technology, Risk and Legal Principles to AI in Toronto. When he’s free, Kashyap
likes various racquet sports including tennis, badminton, and table tennis and he enjoys impromptu road trips near
his home in the Bay Area.
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Rafael Pérez y Pérez received a BSc in Electronics and Computers from Universidad Iberoamericana in
México City, a MSc in Knowledge Based Systems and a DPhil in Artificial Intelligence at Sussex University
in the UK. His research has focused on computer models of creativity. He and his students have developed
programs that write short-stories, compose melodies, solve problems of geometry, etc. In 2006 he
organized the Interdisciplinary Group of Computational Creativity, which aims to gather together a group
of researchers and students. He is the current chair of the Association for Computational Creativity. Rafael
has spoken at universities and research institutes such as Imperial College London, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), Georgia Institute of Technology, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, University of
Nottingham, Artificial Intelligence Research Institute in Barcelona, University of Hamburg and so on. He
is the editor of the book Creatividad Computacional and the author of the book MEXICA 20 years – 20
stories. Currently he is a Professor at the Autonomous Metropolitan University at Cuajimalpa in México City.

Hossein Rahnama, MIT Media Lab Visiting Scholar and co-founder of research at Ryerson Centre for Cloud
and Context Aware Computing (RC4) in Toronto, Canada, is a recognized figure in ubiquitous and pervasive
computing. His research explores artificial intelligence, mobile human-computer interaction, and the effective
design of contextual services. In 2017, Hossein was recognized as one of Canada’s Top 40 Under 40. In
2012, he was recognized by the MIT Technology Review as one of the world’s top innovators under the age
of 35 for his research in context-aware computing. The Smithsonian named Hossein as one of the top six
innovators to watch. Hossein has 30 publications and 10 patents in ubiquitous computing, is serving on the
board of Canadian Science Publishing, and was a Council Member of the National Sciences and Engineering
Research Council (NSERC). Hossein is also a visiting scholar at the Human Dynamics group at MIT Media Lab
in Cambridge, MA. He has a PhD in Computer Science from Ryerson University. Hossein is the Founder &
CEO of Flybits, “a context-as-a-service company that enables enterprises to unify disparate sources of data
and create highly personalized customer experiences.” He is also an assistant professor at the RTA School
of Media, and the Co-Founder/Director of Research at the Ryerson Centre for Cloud and Context Aware
Computing (RC4) in Toronto, Canada. www.linkedin.com/in/hosseinrahnama
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